
Star formation and GMCs	


properties of H2 and GMCs	


      internal structure and intuition	


      GMCs  çè Gal. environment	


      lifetimes ?	


measuring SF	


     correlation of SF with GMC properties : mass & density	




cloud densities and masses :���

      virial  ���
      extinction ���
      molecular column densities and excitation densities ���
      long wavelength RJ dust emission ���

star formation tracers :���

   Hα & emission lines in mid IR ���
   UV continuum, radio free-free , radio non-thermal���
   young star counts ���
   IR luminosity è dust obscured SF 	




Orion GMCs :���
   ~40 pc extent, 2-4x105 M¤ 	


5 deg	


M42 optical nebula	

       few arcmin. 	
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Taurus – closest molecular cloud ~ 150 pc distance	
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Fig. 14.— Locations of young stars in Taurus superimposed on map of the H2 column

density. The stellar positions are from Kenyon (2007). The diamonds indicate di�use or

extended sources (of which there are 44 in the region mapped), the squares indicate Class I

or younger stars (18), and the asterisks indicate T-Tauri stars (168). It is evident that the

di�use and younger sources are almost without exception coincident with regions of relatively

large column density, while the older stars show a much larger probability of being found in

regions of lower column density.

H2 column density���
Goldsmith etal 2008	


5pc	




distribution of gas vs young stars ���

young stars                                         typical NH2~1021-22 cm-2���

in highest density regions        	
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Fig. 15.— Upper left: number of stars as a function of column density. The same bins of

column density are used in all panels. Upper right: fraction of pixels in each column density

bin. Lower left: surface density of stars obtained by dividing the number of stars in each

bin by the area of the map corresponding to each bin. Lower right: surface density of stars

in each bin for likely class I and di�use sources (solid line) and likely T-Tauri stars (dashed

line). The division of sources is discussed in the text.



Taurus dust cloud – ���
CO velocities ���
Goldsmith etal 2008���
blue 3-5, green 5-7, red 7-9 km/s	




Galactic H2 from CO surveys :���

~3000 GMCs (compared w/ ~200 HII region > M42)���
total H2 ~ 2x109 M¤ ���

GMCs :���
   n(M) α M-1.6���

    <M> ~ 2x105 M¤  (50%mass above, 50% below)���
   < D> ~ 40 pc���
   < nH2> = 180 (D/40pc) -0.9 cm-3 ���
   è ΣH2 ~ constant = 2x1022 cm-2  è AV ~ 20 mag , AK ~ 2 mag ���

large CO linewidths ~ 10 x thermal at 10-20 K���
self-gravitating   , not confined by external pressure ���

how are these measured ? ���



estimating H2 masses –���
  for resolved clouds Mvir ���

                          correlated with LCO  (= area TCO Δv) ���

                How can an optically thick CO line measure mass ??���
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How can an optically thick CO line measure mass ??���

 è if T & ρ  ~ constant ,  MGMC = constant x  LCO ���

as you add mass, size and linewidth increase è increases LCO���

constant  ~ 4 - 5    M¤ / K km/s pc2���

€ 

LCO = area×TCOΔV  K km/s pc2( )
       =  πR2TkΔV - - for virial eq. ,  ΔV = GM / R

       =  3πG
4ρ
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molecular excitation : ���

     collisional excitation by H2 ���
     radiative excitation ���

collisions  : ���
   excitation of J=1 requires ?���

            1) kT >~ 5K (easy)���

            2) collision rate similar to A1-0  ���

       critical  nH2 > A/<σv>  è   Tx è Tk   ���

     nH2 crit ~ 3000 cm-3 for CO (A=7x10-8 sec-1)  ���
                ~ 104-5 for HCN, CS ... ���

                                    radiative transitions ...���
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CO (J=1-0) in Orion KL Nebula 

A1-0 = 
 7x10-8 sec-1 

CO Rotational Levels 
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CO     
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line photon trapping for for τ > 1 ���

         A è  A βescape  ~ A/τ ���

        è   nH2 crit > Aβ/<σv>  è reduced by τ   ���
                                               è nH2 crit   indep. of A !!���

       if τ ~10 , CO critical density ~ 300 cm-3 ���
                 è CO thermalized even in low density clouds ���

     can show :    Tx  varies as   (nm nH2 )1/3  ���
     è Tx depends on mol. abundance ! (not A-coef.)���

   13CO vs CO  -- lower intensity since Tx lower,  not τ < 1 ! ���
   Tx varies as  (abundance)1/3  => varies slowly w/ metal (z) 	




in summary 	


star forming GMCs :	


    < diameter > ~ 40 pc ,  200-300 H2 cm-3 , <M> ~ 2x105 M¤	


     clouds are self-gravitating but not-spherical 	


     high internal Pturb  >> Pth , Pdiffuse ISM	


intuition :  internal state of GMC not affected by external	


                                                 disturbances in diffuse ISM	


                   once formed , very hard to disrupt GMC	


                                 i.e. GMCs have large ‘inertia’	


                   internal SF ~ constant	


                                                          how long do the GMCs last ??	




CARMA CO(1-0)	

   (Koda etal 09)	


HI map (VLA)	




H2	


continuity (mass cons.) :	

MH2 / τH2  =  (MHI + MHII) /  τHI-HII	


M :  total mass of phase w/i ring	

τ   :  lifetime of H in phase	


 inner disks, MH2 ~ 4 ( MHI+MHII )	


    è   τH2  ~  4  τHI-HII	

            where τHI-HII ~ 5 x 107  -- 108 yrs	


è typical H2 lifetime >> 108 yrs !! (could be forever)	

    ( lifetime of H2, not necessarily GMC )	


Scoville & Hersh ‘79	

Koda etal (‘09)	


gas fraction ~80% molecular 	

 è H2 can’t be confined to arms	


additional evidence ...	




equipartition of cloud KE���

     massive clouds have lowest σv !!���
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requires clouds last 	

     several GMC-GMC 	

     collision times	


τGMC-GMC  > ~ 108 yrs ���



If H2 clouds exist in both arms and interarm regions,	


         why is OB star formation in the arms ???	


GMC internal turb. press. ~ 100 times external PISM  !!	


        forming massive clusters requires a major and sudden 	

        change in a cloud	


        what could cause this ??	




spiral arm	


cloud orbit	


orbit crowding w/i	

     spiral arm 	


          è 	

cloud-cloud collisions 	


250 Myr	


one possibility – on the arms, clouds collide more often 	

                             collisions can overpressure and compress GMC 	




Site of Star Formation

Courtesy of Seiichi Sakamoto (60cm telescope at U.Tokyo)

CO Infrared

Orion GMCs – possible collision ?	




Star Formation tracers ���

   Hα & emission lines ���
   UV continuum���

   high res. and sensitivity but obscuration ?���
                     obscuration huge in starbursts !���
                                           e.g. ULIRG Arp220 : LIR / Lopt ~ 80���
   radio free-free, submm recomb. lines ���
   radio non-thermal���
   YSO star counts ���

   IR luminosity è dust obscured SF���

         will spend some time on :���
         how does this work ���
         how to interpret IR SEDs  	




SFR from counting YSOs :���
   Goldsmith 07, Heiderman 2010 ���
   Lada etal 2010���
   Gutermuth etal 2011	


No. 1, 2010 STAR FORMATION RATES IN GMCs 689

Table 2
Masses and YSO Contents of Local Molecular Clouds

Cloud Mass (M⊙)a Mass (M⊙)b No. of YSOs References SFR (10−6M⊙ yr−1)

Orion A 67,714 13, 721 2862 1, 2, 3 715
Orion B 71,828 7261 635 4, 5 159
California 99,930 3199 279 6, 7 70
Perseus 18,438 1880 598 8, 9, 10 150
Taurus 14,964 1766 335 11 84
Ophiuchus 14,165 1296 316 12 79
RCrA 1,137 258 100 13, 14, 15 25
Pipe 7,937c 178 21 16 5
Lupus 3 2,157 163 69 17, 18 17
Lupus 4 1,379 124 12 17, 18 3
Lupus 1 787 75 13 17, 18 3

Notes.
a A K ! 0.1 mag using NICEST.
b A K ! 0.8 mag using NICEST.
c Corrected for background extinction of AK = 0.15 mag.
References. (1) Allen & Davis 2008; (2) Hillenbrand 1997; (3) Peterson & Megeath 2008; (4) Lada et al. 1991; (5) Gib 2008; (6) Wolk
et al. 2010; (7) Lada et al. 2009; (8) Lada et al. 2006; (9) Lada et al. 1996; (10) Jørgensen et al. 2006; (11) Kenyon et al. 2008; (12)
Wilking et al. 2008; (13) Forbrich & Preibisch 2007; (14) Neuhauser & Forbrich 2008; (15) D. E. Peterson et al. 2010, in preparation;
(16) Forbrich et al. 2009; (17) Merı́n et al. 2008; (18) Comerón 2008.

the Spitzer Space Telescope and for many of these fluxes and
positions are publically available on the Web (i.e., C2D survey:
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/C2D/). Many of the
clouds have also been observed with ground-based near-infrared
imaging surveys. The most complete inventory exists for the
Pipe Nebula, followed by Taurus, Ophiuchus, and Perseus, then
Orion A, and B, and finally the California Molecular Cloud.
However, in no case do we expect the inventories to be off by
a factor of more than 2, at the most. If there is a bias in our
inventories it is that infrared surveys tend to not be complete
for Class III sources since lacking strong infrared excesses they
can be undercounted. This is not likely the case for the Perseus,
Taurus, Lupus, and RCrA clouds whose Class III populations
are well represented in existing tabulations of membership. The
situation for the other clouds is less clear in this regard. We
also count only the YSOs or candidate YSOs that are within
the cloud boundaries (i.e., within the AK = 0.1 mag contour).
Typically, this selection includes the vast majority of known
members in a cloud, and our census represents a more or less
complete inventory of star formation activity over the last 2
million years or so in each cloud (see below).

For the purposes of this paper, we will assume that the size
of a YSO population is directly related to the SFR in a cloud.
This is likely a good assumption given that when plotted on
H-R diagrams the YSOs in these clouds all seem to have similar
ages and spreads with a median age of 2 ± 1 million years
(e.g., Covey et al. 2010 and many others). The median mass for
the initial mass function of a stellar population is 0.5 M⊙ (e.g.,
Muench et al. 2007). Thus, we derive an SFR for each cloud
from

SFR = 0.25N (YSOs) × 10−6 M⊙ yr−1 (1)

and list the rate for each cloud in Table 2.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1. On The Variation of Star Formation Activity
and Rates in Molecular Clouds

Examination of the data we have compiled (e.g., Table 2)
provides evidence for significant variations in star formation
activity and SFRs among local molecular clouds. This is shown
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Figure 2. Plot of the ratio of the total YSO content of a cloud to the total cloud
mass vs. total cloud mass. This is equivalent to a measure of the star formation
efficiency as a function of cloud mass for the local sample. It is also equivalent
to the measure of the SFR per unit cloud mass as a function of the cloud mass.
The plot shows large variations in the efficiency and thus the SFR per unit mass
for the local cloud sample (see the text).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

in Figure 2 where we plot the ratio of N(YSO), the size of
the YSO population, to Mtot, the total mass of the cloud (i.e.,
Mtot =

! +∞
0.1 M(AK )dAK ) as a function of the total cloud mass.

This ratio is both a measure of the star formation efficiency in
the clouds and, from Equation (1), also a measure of the SFR per
unit cloud mass. As is clearly seen in the plot, the star formation
efficiency (and SFR per unit mass) at a given cloud mass varies
considerably, by well more than an order of magnitude, between
the local clouds.

Evidence for significant variations in the star-forming activity
of at least some molecular clouds is not new. The GMC known
as Maddalena’s cloud has long been known as an example of
a massive GMC without significant star formation (Maddalena
& Thaddeus 1985; Lee et al. 1994; Williams & Blitz 1998;
Megeath et al. 2009). However, the lack of star formation in
this massive cloud was considered to be a rare phenomenon

Lada etal 2010	


problems :  	

    YSO not well-defined (~0.5 M¤)	

    small numbers	

    extinction corrections	

    completeness varies w/ cloud (dist. & extinction) 	


AK > 0.1	


AK > 0.8	
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somewhat confused and problematic picture, particularly since
the difference between a linear and nonlinear scaling relation
can have significant consequences for the theoretical under-
standing of the star formation process in galaxies. Therefore, it
is important to understand the nature of such differences. Are
the different scaling relations consistent with each other? Are
the differences due to such effects as the choice of the samples
studied (e.g., normal spirals versus starbursts, CO-rich versus
H i-rich galaxies, distant versus nearby systems, etc.) or the
different quantities actually measured (e.g., SFR versus ΣSFR,
ΣH i+H2 versus ΣH2 , or CO versus HCN, etc.), or the system-
atic uncertainties in the quantities measured (e.g., observational
tracers or initial mass functions (IMFs) adopted for SFR de-
terminations, conversion factor for transforming CO measure-
ments into H2 masses, etc.), or some linear combination of all
these effects? Do any of these scaling relations represent the
fundamental underlying physical relationship that most directly
connects star formation activity with interstellar gas?

Schmidt’s original scaling law was determined from observa-
tions of the local region of the Galaxy. Since our knowledge of
the local Milky Way has improved profoundly over the last half-
century, it would seem that important insights into the relation
between star formation and interstellar gas could and should be
derived from observations of local star formation activity. In a
previous paper (Lada et al. 2010, hereafter Paper I), we pre-
sented a study of the star formation activity in a sample of local
(d < 0.5 kpc) molecular clouds with total masses between 103

and 105 M⊙. We employed infrared extinction measurements
derived from wide-field surveys to determine accurate cloud
masses and mass surface densities, and compiled from the liter-
ature both ground- and space-based infrared surveys of young
stellar objects to construct complete inventories of star forma-
tion within the clouds of our local sample. We found the specific
SFRs (i.e., the SFRs per unit cloud mass) in these clouds to vary
by an order of magnitude, independent of total cloud mass.
However, we also found the dispersion in the specific SFR to
be minimized (and reduced by a factor of 2–3) if one considers
only the mass of molecular gas characterized by high extinction
in calculating the specific SFRs. As a result we showed that
the (total) SFR in local clouds is linearly proportional to the
cloud mass contained above an extinction threshold of AK !
0.8 mag, corresponding to a gas surface density threshold of
ΣH2 ≈ 116 M⊙ pc−2. Similar surface density thresholds for star
formation in local clouds have been suggested in other recent
studies (e.g., Goldsmith et al. 2008; Heiderman et al. 2010).
Given the density stratification of molecular clouds, we argued
that such surface density thresholds also correspond to volume
density thresholds of n(H2) ≈ 104 cm−3. These findings are
consistent with and reinforce those of Wu et al. (2005) who had
already demonstrated a linear correlation between far-infrared
luminosity and HCN luminosity (i.e., between SFR and dense
gas mass) for more massive and distant star formation regions
in the Milky Way.

The correspondence between these results and those obtained
by Gao & Solomon (2004a) for external galaxies is intriguing
and especially striking because the scalings of the Galactic and
extragalactic power-law relations, that together span more than
nine orders of magnitude in cloud mass, agree to within a factor
of 2–3. This suggested to us that the close relationship between
the SFRs and the dense gas masses of molecular clouds could
be the underlying physical relation that connects star formation
activity with interstellar gas over vast spatial scales from the
immediate vicinity of the Sun to the most distant galaxies.
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Figure 1. SFR–molecular-mass diagram for local molecular clouds. The solid
symbols indicate cloud masses above an extinction threshold of AK = 0.8 mag
(dense gas masses) while open circles correspond to cloud masses above AK =
0.1 mag (total cloud masses). The parallel dashed lines are linear relations that
indicate constant fractions of dense (i.e., AK ! 0.8 mag; n(H2) ! 104 cm−3)
gas. The top line is the best linear fit to the solid symbols and represents the
case where all the gas measured is dense star-forming material (see the text).

However, if this is so, how does one understand these
observations in the context of the classical Schmidt–Kennicutt
scaling relations based on CO observations? These classical
relations are often super-linear and moreover, as Heiderman
et al. (2010) point out, they underpredict the ΣSFR in local
regions by factors of 17–50 (see also Evans et al. 2009). In
this paper, we attempt to address this issue by re-examining the
extinction observations of local clouds to include low extinction
material and re-examining the CO observations of the clouds
studied by Gao and Solomon. We show that all the observations
can be understood within a self-consistent framework in which
the differences are primarily due to the dense gas fractions that
characterize the molecular gas being observed, supporting a
hypothesis originally put forward by Gao & Solomon (2004a).

2. THE SFR–MOLECULAR-MASS DIAGRAM

2.1. The Local Clouds

In Figure 1, we plot the relation between the (total) star
formation rate, SFR, and gas mass for the 11 clouds in the
Paper I sample. The SFRs are from Table 2 of Paper I and
are the averaged rates over a timescale of 2 Myr. However,
here we plot for each cloud two different masses derived from
the infrared extinction measurements. The filled circles repre-
sent cloud masses measured above an infrared (K-band) ex-
tinction threshold of 0.8 mag and correspond to the dense gas
masses (MDG) of the clouds. The open circles represent cloud
masses measured above a lower infrared extinction threshold of
0.1 mag and correspond to the total gaseous masses (MTG) of
the clouds. These latter masses should also approximately cor-
respond to those that would be traced by CO emission, while the
former masses approximately correspond to those that would be
traced by HCN emission. The parallel dashed lines represent a

2
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Figure 2. SFR–molecular-mass diagram for local molecular clouds and galaxies
from the Gao & Solomon (2004a) sample. The solid symbols correspond to
measurements of dense cloud masses either from extinction observations of
the galactic clouds or HCN observations of the galaxies. The open symbols
correspond to measurements of total cloud masses of the same clouds and
galaxies, either from extinction measurements for the galactic clouds or CO
observations for the galaxies. For the galaxies, pentagons represent the locations
of normal spirals, while the positions of starburst galaxies are represented by
squares (LIRGs) and inverted triangles (ULIRGs). Triangles represent high-z
BzK galaxies. The star formation rates for the Gao and Solomon galaxies have
been adjusted upward by a factor of 2.7 to match those of galactic clouds when
extrapolated to local cloud masses (see the text).

these galaxies are those determined by GS04 after the upward
adjustment described above.

Adjusting the GS04 SFRs upward implicitly assumes that
the SFRs determined from LFIR underestimate the true SFRs, at
least when extrapolated to local clouds. In an attempt to assess
this possibility we investigated the relation between LFIR and
SFR in the local cloud sample. In the local cloud sample of
Paper I, the SFR is dominated by the Orion A and B molecular
clouds which account for 67% of the total SFR for all the clouds
in the sample. Following the prescription of GS04 we used
IRAS observations to determine the FIR luminosity of a 100 pc
diameter region encompassing both the Orion A and B clouds.
We calculated the FIR luminosity to be 5.4 × 105 L⊙. Using
the relation ṀSFR ≈ 2 × 10−10(LIR/L⊙) M⊙yr−1 (following
GS04 and Kennicutt 1998b), this corresponds to SFR = 1.1 ×
10−4 M⊙ yr−1, a value which is a factor of eight lower than the
combined SFR (8.7 × 10−4 M⊙ yr−1) determined for the Orion
A and B clouds in Paper I. We note that much of this deficit is
likely due to the fact that the extragalactic FIR prescription for
SFRs is appropriate for star formation timescales of 10–100 Myr
and a well-sampled IMF at high stellar masses while the SFRs
for the local cloud sample are derived for a 2 Myr timescale and
for a young stellar population that does not as completely sample
the high mass end of the IMF. Nonetheless, these considerations
suggest that at least some upward adjustment of the GS04 SFRs
may be necessary for comparison with local clouds. Indeed, a
recent comparison of SFR estimates for the whole Galaxy with
those for external galaxies also suggests that an upward revision
of extragalactic SFRs may generally be warranted (Chomiuk &
Povich 2011).

Another consequence of the upward adjustment of the SFRs
is that of a corresponding decrease in the estimated total
molecular gas depletion times for the GS04 galaxies. This
decrease would amount to a factor of 2.7 for the adjustment
factor we adopted and have potentially important consequences
for our understanding of galaxy evolution. These decreased gas
depletion times for the GS04 galaxies are consistent with those
that describe the local galactic clouds (e.g., Figure 1). However,
we hesitate in drawing too firm a conclusion regarding this
particular issue since it does depend somewhat on our choice
of adjustment options (i.e., (1), (2), or (3)). For example, if we
selected option (2) above, only the depletion time for the dense
gas component of the galaxies would be lowered. It is also
interesting to note in this context that the depletion times for the
dense star-forming gas are typically an order of magnitude lower
than those estimated for the total molecular gas component in
both galaxies and local clouds, and this remains true independent
of any adjustments to the galaxy data.

As discussed earlier, instead of adjusting the SFRs, we could
have adjusted the GS04 galaxy masses (downward) by the
same constant offset in log(M). By not correcting the mass
estimates we are assuming that the molecular-line derived
masses and the extinction derived masses accurately reflect
the same cloud material, that is, MDG = MHCN and MTG =
MCO. To assess this possibility for the case of the total cloud
masses, MTG, we compared the extinction measurements with
CO observations of a subset of the local cloud sample. We
obtained CO data for five of the clouds from the archive of the
CfA 1.2 m Millimeter-wave Telescope (Dame et al. 2001). The
12CO observations were averaged over the individual clouds
and the integrated CO intensities were measured for each cloud.
Applying the standard CO-to-H2 conversion factor of 2 ×
1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 (Dame et al. 2001) to convert the
integrated intensities to H2 column densities, we determined
the mass of each cloud. We found these CO derived masses
to all agree with the corresponding extinction (AK ! 0.1 mag)
derived masses to better than 12%, indicating that the extinction
(AK > 0.1 mag) and CO derived total masses both trace the
same cloud material for local clouds. This suggests that total
masses derived from CO can be a good proxy for extinction
derived total masses and thus that the masses derived from CO
observations of galaxies can be compared directly with those of
the local cloud sample, provided that the galaxy measurements
trace the summed CO emission from a population of Giant
Molecular Clouds (GMCs). If there is any diffuse CO emission
from inert, non-star-forming, molecular gas contributing to the
galaxy-averaged CO measurements, then the CO masses derived
for galaxies overestimate the masses in star-forming GMCs. In
such a case the CO derived masses for the galaxies would have
to be adjusted downward to compare to the local observations.

A similar comparison of extinction and HCN derived masses
is not possible for the local clouds since the corresponding HCN
observations of these clouds do not exist. This is unfortunate
because the HCN masses derived by GS04 are likely upper
limits to the true masses (Gao & Solomon 2004b). For example,
if the clouds are bound but not virialized then the derived masses
could be somewhat overestimated. Thus, although it appears that
the extragalactic CO derived masses can be directly placed on
the SFR–molecular-cloud-mass diagram without any systematic
adjustment, the situation is somewhat less certain for the HCN
masses derived by GS04. However, we note that the average
ratio of dense gas (i.e., AV ! 0.8 mag) to total cloud mass
(i.e., AV ! 0.1 mag) calculated from the extinction data is
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fit of dense gas mass vs SFR	

 è τ = 30 Myr	


claim : SF better correlated	

 w/ dense gas	




SFR from LIR ���

       assume all L from young *’s absorbed ���
        è LIR = Lyoung *���

      how much L per M* ?���

    2 approaches:���
             1) OBA *’s gen. L, via CNO cycle���
                 13% of M* processed on main seq.���

                 è    0.13 MOBA* εCNO  è  LOBA     (Scoville & Young 83) ���

                    2) use SB99, to estimate L/M���

                 è SFR (M¤ /yr)= 1.2 – 2x10-10  (LIR / L¤)���

                                                                               issues/caveats ... ���



1)   how long *s’ stay w/i GMC : 107 yrs normal SF,  108 yrs SB	

2) mupper  of IMF 	


standard value	




Galactic GMCs :  SF vs MH2 	


LIR  ~ indep. of cloud mass 	


Gal. Ave. 	

 4 L¤/M¤	


Scoville & Good 89 	


Gal. Ave.  4 L¤/M¤  
 è τismè* ~ 109  yrs	




Dense gas -- HCN  in MW GMCs   Wu etal 2010 	
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Fig. 30.— Correlations between the infrared luminosity and the virial mass measured by various

dense gas tracers. The fitted lines show the linear least squares fit for clumps with LIR > 104.5 L⊙.

– 92 –

Fig. 35.— Correlation between infrared luminosity and the mean volume density ⟨n⟩ (n in the text)

within the FWHM contour of CS 2-1, CS 7-6, HCN 1-0, and HCN 3-2 maps. The dashed line has

the slope predicted by Krumholz & McKee (2008) and Narayanan et al. (2008) and an arbitrary

offset. The clumps with LIR above and below the threshold luminosity 104.5L⊙ are plot with solid

circles and hollow stars, respectively.

è correlation above LIR = 104	


Krumholtz & McKee	

SFR α <nH2> /τff	




the physics of the IR emission :  ���
       modeling optically thick dust cloud ���

at AV < 1 mag,   heated by primary photons ���

at AV > 1 mag,   heated by secondary photons ���

warm grains	


hot 	

grains	


cold grains	


secondary photons attenuated	

          by dust w/i cloud 	


does one really need to do 	

full radiative transfer ?	


no ...	




can calculate Tgr ���

                  starting from inside going out���
innermost grains at R s.t.  T < Tsublimation ~ 1500K	


NB : radial lengths scale as L1/2 è 	

              therefore can use  for higher or lower L 	
 Scoville 2012	




~ 1 parameter : L / Mdust 	

               emitted SED as function of dust mass 	


•  peak shifts to longer λ  for increased τ (or dust mass)	

•  flux on long λ tail scales linearly with Mdust	


increasing	

opacity or 	

Mdust	


L=1012L¤ 

Mdust=	

108-6x109M¤	




R-J tail is optically thin, ���
  therefore���

    Fν = κν Tdust ν2 Mdust (1+z) / (4πdL
2)���

    Tdust = 20-25K in Gal. SF���

          = 30-50K in SB regions è little uncertainty due to Tdust���

use obs. of nearby gal. with submm dust and ISM masses ���
to calibrate :   κν    MISM / Mdust  ���

use ALMA to measure Fν    in high z galaxies ���
    avoid CO-to-H2 conversion & high J excitation issues  	




 local galaxies with total 850μm & ISM mass measures	

    (850μm from Dale ‘05, Clements ’09, Dunne & Eales ‘09)	


                                       see Scoville etal 2014   	


1x1020 erg/s/Hz/M¤ 

agrees also with :	

Planck MW	

high z SMGs	


Arp 220 nucleus 	

αCO only 2x diff.	




GMCs ~ indestructable���

lifetime > 108 yrs ���

internal supersonic turbulence���
     maintained probably by external force gradients ���

SF – obviously occurs in densest gas ���

         2 modes : quiescent , dynamically triggered bursts ���



GMC disruption by HII region (by ionization)���

τrec = 1/ neα ~ 640 yrs      ( n ~ 200 )���

at 10 km/s , 20 pc takes 2 Myr è     > 3000 recombs per n ���

for 2x105 M¤ è 2.5x1062 H x 3000 è 7.5x1065 Ly c photons ���

for O4 * , Q ~ 5x1049 Ly c sec-1 x 3x106 yrs = 4.5x1063 Ly c���

è need ~100 O4 *’s or 104-5 M¤ of stars being formed !!���

seems unlikely !!	


how much stellar mass need to form to get an O4 *	




maximum stellar mass ���
    as a function of total stellar mass ���
                             è need ~ 300 – 1000 M¤ for significant ioniz. 	


B0	

30000 K	


O4	

48000 K	




GMCs ~ indestructable���

lifetime > 108 yrs ���

internal supersonic turbulence���
self-gravitating, but not spherical���
     maintained probably by external force gradients ���

SF – obviously occurs in densest gas ���

         2 modes : quiescent , dynamically triggered bursts ���

how to make progress ���
   RJ continuum è mass estimates ���
   SFR from IR but make sure they are luminous enough ���
                                 maybe best to use whole galaxies ���
ALMA will radically advance the field !! ���


